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Introduction
In this paper we investigate the problem of computing the price sensitivities of European arithmetic Asian options with discrete monitoring, and the performance of the resulting hedging portfolios in terms of reduction of the option's risk exposure. To this purpose, we derive a method for computing the option price sensitivities (like delta and gamma) and study the impact of ignoring the probability of shocks occurring to the underlying asset price during the contract's lifetime.
Practitioners are interested in accurate and efficient ways to calculate the prices of derivative contracts, but also their sensitivities (also known as the 'Greeks') obtained by differentiating the contract price with respect to parameters of interest. Common Greeks are the so-called delta and gamma, which represent the first and second derivatives of the contract price with respect to the value of the underlying, S 0 , and the vega which is given by the first derivative of the contract price with respect to the volatility of the underlying. The Greeks are used to construct portfolios aimed at hedging the exposure originated by the corresponding option contract by trading in the underlying asset and/or other options. Their appeal stems from the fact that they lead to linear hedging rules, a desirable feature in that it allows reducing significantly the computational cost of hedging a book of options written on the same underlying.
Asian options are derivative contracts written on the arithmetic average value of the underlying which trade frequently in various markets, including the equity (e.g., see Fusai and Meucci, 2008) , commodity (e.g., see , currency (e.g., see Lo et al., 2008) and freight (e.g., see Nomikos et al., 2013) markets. Their appeal stems mainly from the fact that, as the payoff depends on the average value of the underlying, the risk of market manipulations as the contract approaches maturity is reduced. As the recent events in the financial markets have highlighted the importance of capturing market shocks using more refined distribution assumptions compared to the standard Black-Scholes framework, in this paper we consider the case of an underlying asset modelled according to an exponential Lévy process, and analyze the potential error caused by incorrectly specifying the underlying asset distribution features on the hedging of a book of Asian options.
Exponential Lévy models generally correspond to incomplete markets due to the introduction of discontinuities in the asset prices trajectories. Hedging under these conditions presents a number of challenges. In first place, hedging can no longer be interpreted as exact replication, like in the Black-Scholes model, but only as an approximation of the terminal payoff offered by the contract under consideration. In this context, in fact, the classical delta hedge is known to be sub-optimal as it does not eliminate risk completely; this implies the introduction of a non-trivial hedging error in form of residual risk from the original exposure.
A popular alternative approach is the so-called quadratic hedging which, broadly speaking, aims at minimizing the expected squared deviation of the hedging portfolio from the contingent claim (for fuller details on quadratic hedging, we refer for example to Tankov, 2010; Goutte et al., 2013 Goutte et al., , 2014 , and references therein). However, Greeks-based hedging strategies like, for example, delta and delta-gamma hedges are still commonly used in practice; in particular, the delta hedge is shown to generate an error which is relatively close to the one produced by quadratic hedging (see Denkl et al., 2013; Cont et al., 2007, amongst others) .
For the case of a discretely sampled Asian option, an additional challenge is due to the lack of analytical solution for the contract price, and hence its sensitivities.
Over the last few years fast and accurate algorithms emerged for pricing European discrete arithmetic Asian options beyond the traditional lognormal asset price model; we mention, amongst others,Černý and Kyriakou (2011), Fusai and Meucci (2008) , , Fusai et al. (2011) , Marena et al. (2013) and Zhang and Oosterlee (2013) . Whereas the pricing of Asian options is well-understood, an additional interesting direction to explore is that of the computation of the price sensitivities, which poses the main challenge of proving validity of the interchange of differentiation and the integral price representation.
In light of the previous discussion, the contribution of our paper is two-fold. Firstly, we develop a method for computing the price sensitivities of the European Asian option using backward recursive convolutions. In more details, our approach is based on direct differentiation of the risk neutral conditional expectation of the discounted payoff of the Asian option expressed in terms of the so-called Carverhill-Clewlow-Hodges factorization. Assuming a generic process with independent increments for the log-returns of the underlying, we prove that differentiation under the integral sign with respect to parameters of interest is permissible. In particular, we reach general solutions for the option's delta and gamma (Theorem 1), but also the non-trivial case of the option's vega for a lognormal underlying (Theorem 2); en route, we prove that the vega of the given contract is positive, extending the results of Carr et al. (2008) from the case of a continuously to a discretely monitored arithmetic Asian option. It is worth pointing out that the suggested method can give access to any other price sensitivity, providing that differentiation under the integral sign is allowed. The accuracy of our method is demonstrated by numerical tests performed under different Lévy models for the asset log-returns, like the Brownian motion, the Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) model (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1995) and the Carr-Geman-Madan-Yor (CGMY) model (Carr et al., 2002) ; we also provide a comparison against the outcome from Monte Carlo simulations. Secondly, we use the proposed method to set up the delta and delta-gamma hedging portfolios for the Asian option under consideration, and investigate their performance in the incomplete market originated by the adopted exponential Lévy models. In particular, we pay attention to the goodness of the approximation of the terminal payoff of the contract and the behaviour of the residual risk, i.e. the hedging error. We also study the impact of misspecifying the underlying asset price dynamics on the performance of the Greeks-based hedging portfolios, which we refer to as model error.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present our main theoretical findings on the computation of the price sensitivities of Asian options. In Section 3 we present the results from the numerical implementation of the proposed method; the procedure is benchmarked against Monte Carlo (with control variate). In Section 4 we illustrate the performance of Greeks-based hedges (like the delta and delta-gamma portfolios) in terms of hedging error and model error. Section 5 concludes. All the proofs are deferred to the appendices.
2 Recursive integrals for Asian option sensitivities
Backward price recursion
Consider an Asian option with underlying S observed over the period (0, T ] at the equidistant times t 1 = δ, t 2 = 2δ, . . . , t n = nδ = T . Let {Z k } n k=1 be a collection of independent random variables representing the log-returns on S, such that
The sequence {Z k } n k=1 can be thought of, for example, as the increments of a specific Lévy process, such as the Brownian motion, the NIG process or the CGMY process.
Under the unified framework of Večeř (2002) , the payoff of an Asian option is generally given by
where (·) + is the positive part function and coefficients {λ k } n k=0 are deterministic and take different values for different contract specifications. For example, for
we retrieve the payoff of the call option with fixed strike price K > 0
Define the reverse filtration G = {G k } n k=1 for G k = σ{Z n , Z n−1 , . . . , Z n+1−k }, and consider the process
with λ k > 0, 0 < k ≤ n. On evaluating exp(Y k ) recursively using (3)-(4), we can factorize (1) as S 0 (e Yn + λ 0 ) + , where λ 0 ∈ R. (This factorization result has been contributed by Stewart
Hodges and first appeared in Carverhill and Clewlow, 1990.) Without loss of generality, we focus here on the call option with fixed strike price satisfying (2). Then, given the price of the fixed strike call, the price of the floating strike put option can be obtained using a symmetry relationship derived in Eberlein and Papapantoleon (2005) for underlyings driven by exponential Lévy models, while the prices of the fixed strike put and floating strike call options can be obtained via standard put-call parity (e.g., see Fusai et al., 2011) .
As the process Y is Markov in the filtration G, the forward price of the option E((S 0 e Yn −
K)
+ ) under some risk neutral measure P can be computed recursively on a one-dimensional grid. To this end, assume that for all k the random variables Z n+1−k have density functions f k . For any S 0 > 0 and fixed K > 0, define
Further, define recursivelỹ
where
It is shown inČerný and Kyriakou (2011, Theorem 3.1) that
for
The forward price of an Asian call option with coefficients {λ k } as in (2) is given by
Delta and gamma recursions
In this section we show that, by direct differentiation of the risk neutral valuation formula (13) with respect to the initial asset value S 0 , we are able to derive backward recursive convolutions that produce the exact Asian call option's delta and gamma sensitivities. For this to be feasible, we need first to guarantee differentiation under the integral sign. These results are proved in the following.
Theorem 1 Assume S 0 lies on a bounded interval of the positive real axis. Suppose that,
The following statements hold.
(i) There exists a sequence of non-negative constants given by α n = 0, β n = 1,
for all y and x.
(
Further, there exists a sequence of non-negative constants given by
(iii) There exists a sequence of functions given by
for all x and y, and j = 1 and 2. The forward delta and gamma of the Asian call option are given by ∂ j ∂S j 0p 0 (ln λ n ; S 0 ) for j = 1 and 2, respectively.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Vega recursion
In this section the Black-Scholes model is assumed, i.e. the log-returns {Z n+1−k } represent the increments of a Brownian motion with drift, and therefore are identically distributed and follow a normal distribution with mean E(Z) = (r−σ 2 /2)δ and variance Var(Z) = σ 2 δ, where r and σ denote the continuously compounded risk free rate of interest and the volatility of the underlying, respectively. We derive the recursive convolution for the Asian call option's vega, i.e. the Greek with respect to the model-specific parameter σ. Similarly to the case presented in Section 2.2, we need to guarantee that direct differentiation of (13) is feasible.
We note that, whereas the convolutions of Section 2.2 rely on the dependence of the terminal payoff function (5) on S 0 , additional complexity emerges in the case of the vega due to the dependence of the log-returns probability density f on σ at every iteration.
Our result is tailored to normal distributed log-returns. However, providing that the interchange between integration and differentiation in (6) is permitted, similar recursions can be obtained for sensitivities with respect to parameters of other Lévy models for the log-returns, including, for example, the volatility parameters ν and γ of the NIG model (see Bayazit and Nolder, 2013; Corcuera et al., 2008) with characteristic exponent (19), or market parameters, like the risk free rate r (so-called rho sensitivity). Mixed sensitivities, for example, with respect to the initial asset value and volatility (so-called vanna sensitivity)
can also be obtained. Additional results can be made available by the authors upon request.
Theorem 2 Let σ be the volatility of the price of underlying in the Black-Scholes model.
Assume that σ lies on a bounded interval of the positive real axis. Consider the sequence of functions (5)- (8) and bounds (9)-(10). The following statements hold.
(i) There exists a sequence of non-negative constants given bỹ
where the constants a k , b k are given by (11)- (12), such that
for 0 < k ≤ n − 1, for all x and y.
(ii) There exists a sequence of functions given by
where φ is the standard normal density function, and
The forward vega of the Asian call option is given by ∂ ∂σp 0 (ln λ n ; σ).
Proof. See Appendix B.
We note that the vega of the given contract is always positive (see Equation 17), which extends the findings of Carr et al. (2008) to the case of a discretely monitored arithmetic Asian option.
3 Algorithm performance analysis
Implementation
For illustration purposes, we test the backward integral recursions for the delta and gamma in the case in which the log-returns of the underlying asset are governed by a Lévy process;
specifically we consider the case of a Brownian motion with drift (standard Black-Scholes (BS) model), the NIG process and the CGMY process. The corresponding characteristic functions are
We also analyze the case of the vega sensitivity in the Black-Scholes model.
We compute numerically the Greeks convolutions (16) (2011), respectively, about the construction of the Fourier transforms and their discretization for a fast numerical implementation using the so-called chirp z-transform (see also Bluestein, 1968; Rabiner et al., 1969 Rabiner et al., andČerný, 2004 , which is readily available in common numerical computing plat-forms like Matlab. This powerful approach allows us to gauge explicitly the precision of the scheme and, by further exploiting its smooth convergence in the number of discretization points of the Fourier transforms, achieve highly accurate results as we show in the following section. Alternatively, one may consider using the maturity randomization algorithm presented in Fusai et al. (2011) or the parallel wavelet-based procedure of Corsaro et al. (2015) for potential speed-up gains with increasing monitoring frequency. Richardson extrapolation techniques also provide substantial CPU power saving when dealing with a large number of monitoring dates.
As a benchmark, we use the results from Monte Carlo simulations. In particular, we employ classical pathwise (PW) estimation for the delta and vega (see Curran, 1994 Curran, , 1998 Broadie and Glasserman, 1996 , for example). In the case of gamma, we use mixed likelihood ratio-pathwise (LRPW) estimation (i.e. utilize each of the LR and PW approaches for one order of differentiation) which induces lowest standard error (see Glasserman, 2004) . The latter case requires access to the density function of the log-returns, which in the case of the NIG and CGMY distributions we retrieve by transform inversion as in Glasserman and Liu (2010) . In addition, given the characteristic function of the log-geometric average which has been derived in Fusai and Meucci (2008) for general independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) log-returns, one can compute geometric option sensitivities at high accuracy using, for example, the inverse-transform formula of Carr and Madan (1999) . This allows us to use the geometric option sensitivities as control variates in the estimation of the arithmetic option sensitivities. Finally, we simulate the NIG process using its subordinated Brownian motion representation (e.g., see Glasserman, 2004) , while for the CGMY dynamics we adopt the joint Monte Carlo-Fourier transform sampling scheme in Ballotta and Kyriakou (2014) based on direct simulation of the process increments.
Results are shown in the following section.
Results
We opt for Asian call options with fixed strikes K = {90, 100, 110}, time to maturity T = 1, and n = 50 monitoring (reset) dates. We assume an initial spot price S 0 = 100 and a risk free rate r = 0.04. For illustration purposes, we use the calibration (to stock index option prices) results ofČerný and Kyriakou (2011) to achieve target volatility Vol = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} for all models, in addition to a skewness coefficient of −0.5 and excess kurtosis of 0.7 for the NIG and CGMY models, see Panel (a) of Table 1 .
In Panel (b) of Table 1 , we list the numerical results for the Greeks of arithmetic Asian call options from the backward recursions implemented using the transform technique referred to in Section 3.1 and the control variate Monte Carlo (CVMC) simulations (we employ standard CVMC setup with the CV coefficient estimated using a pilot run, as detailed, for example, in Glasserman, 2004) . Across strikes, models and volatility levels, we observe smooth monotone convergence in the number of discretization points of the integral recursions, similarly tǒ Cerný and Kyriakou (2011) . We present results with accuracy to 6 decimals achieved in up to 1.5 seconds 1 , which is sufficient for the purposes of our hedging strategy exercise in Section 4. By sake of exemplification, in Figure 2 we present on a log-log scale the convergence patterns of the computed deltas and gammas in the NIG, CGMY and Black-Scholes models and vegas in the Black-Scholes model for an at-the-money option (i.e., S 0 = K = 100) and the case of volatility Vol = 0.1 (see Panel (a) of Table 1 ). We observe that smoothly diminishing error patterns are preserved under both leptokurtic or normal log-returns which ensure convergence to the desired number of decimal places reported on the left side of Panel (b) of Table 1 . These can be exploited to achieve even higher accuracies, e.g., up
to 10 decimals, with minimal extra computational cost (up to 4 seconds) using Richardson extrapolation (e.g., see Andricopoulos et al., 2003) . (More numerical results are available upon request by the authors.) We note that all computed Greeks using backward recursions fall into the 99% confidence intervals estimated using 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations. To further demonstrate the power of our approach, we compute (proofs are omitted) backward recursions for the sensitivities with respect to the volatility parameters ν and γ of the NIG model log-returns (see discussion in Section 2.3) as well as the mixed sensitivity with respect to S 0 and the volatility parameters ν and γ (vanna sensitivity). Figure 3 presents on a log-log scale smoothly diminishing error patterns of the computed sensitivities for an at-the-money option (i.e., S 0 = K = 100) and the case of Vol = 0.1 (see Panel (a) of Table 1 ). In this example, with 6-decimal-place accuracy, the vega wrt ν is 1.673078; wrt γ is 17.567563, whereas the vanna wrt ν is 0.142703; wrt γ is −1.263555.
In the case of vega, the performance of Monte Carlo simulation deteriorates generating vega estimates with high standard errors, whereas the backward convolution method remains consistently accurate and efficient. Given our highly precise results for the vega of the Asian option, it is then easy to verify that, across strikes and volatilities, these are consistently lower than the ones of the corresponding plain vanilla option which can be seen as a special case of the Asian option with a single monitoring date. Figure 1 shows the case of at-themoney options with different maturities and for different volatility levels. This confirms the lower sensitivity of the contract to the volatility of the underlying asset induced by averaging, which explains the interest of investors for this type of option.
The numerical experiment is in spirit similar to the one carried out in Yang et al. (2011) and is organized as follows. We generate 1,000 batches of 10,000 NIG trajectories monitored at the reset dates of the Asian option; for each batch we select those trajectories generating the 5% ('worst' case scenario), the 50% (the median) and the 95% ('best' case scenario) quantile of the arithmetic average price of the underlying entering the terminal option payoff.
Along the selected quantile trajectories, we compute the option's delta and gamma over the contract term using the backward integral recursion presented in Section 2.2; results are presented in Section 4.1. Finally, the previously computed Greeks are used to construct the delta hedging portfolio and the delta-gamma hedging portfolio of the Asian option for the strikes and the volatility values considered in Section 3.2. As the market is incomplete and exact replication is not possible, hedging can only be interpreted as an approximation of the terminal payoff, and as such it leads to the introduction of non-trivial error. We analyze this hedging error in Section 4.2.
In order to study model error as well, i.e. the error originated by the fact that the hedge may be derived in a model differing from the one where it is eventually applied, we use the backward integral recursion developed in Section 2.2 to compute the delta, the gamma and the corresponding hedging portfolios of the Asian option also under the BlackScholes economy, and compare their performance over the lifetime of the contract to the ones obtained under the NIG model. The analysis is presented in Section 4.3.
Finally, we note that the rebalancing of the hedging portfolio is performed at the monitoring dates of the Asian call option; this choice is motivated mainly by the attempt to conciliate the trade-off between accuracy of the hedging position (which from the theoretical point of view requires continuous rebalancing) and the transaction costs which the trader would incur by frequently re-adjusting the portfolio. For a detailed analysis of the error originated by discrete rebalancing as the one adopted in our analysis, we refer for example to Brodén and Tankov (2011) and Gobet and Makhlouf (2012) .
In the remaining of this section we use the same parameters as in Section 3.2, which are reported in Panel (a) of Table 1 .
Delta and gamma
The Asian call option delta is shown in Figure 4 ; it represents the rate of change of the option premium when the underlying asset price changes, and the number of shares required to maintain the overall traders' position delta neutral. The corresponding Asian call option gamma is shown in Figure 5 ; it represents the rate of change of the delta with respect to the underlying price, and therefore 'quantifies' the curvature of the option premium with respect to the price of the underlying. Gamma neutral positions in a convex hedging instrument (generally another option contract) are proportional to the gamma of the Asian contract.
Consistent with intuition, Figure 4 shows that, regardless of the quantile trajectory considered, the delta of the Asian call option depends on the moneyness of the contract: the more in-the-money the option, the higher the value of the delta. This reflects the probability of a non-zero payout at maturity from the option, and therefore determines the amount of underlying asset the traders require to hedge their position. In light of these results, we expect delta hedging portfolios to provide the required cover for in-the-money options, and to require instead frequent rebalancing aimed at reducing the residual risk in the case of at/out-of-the-money contracts. Hence, we also expect deltagamma hedging portfolios to be more effective for these options. (2011), who also report that the liquidation of the position in the risky asset is seemingly linear especially for in-the-money options. We observe a similar feature in our case as well but only for low volatility levels of the underlying (see Panels 4a, 4d and 4g). Similarly, the gamma decreases to zero as we approach the maturity of the contract: the position in the hedging option is gradually liquidated, although the decay rate changes significantly across strikes, quantile trajectories and volatility levels to take full account of the convexity effect. In this respect, Figures 4 and 5 provide some information about the charm and the color of the Asian call option (i.e. the delta and gamma decay, e.g., see Garman, 1992) .
Both delta and gamma are sensitive to the value of the underlying volatility used to calculate them (these sensitivities are formalized by the so-called vanna and zomma, e.g., see Webb, 1999) . In particular, ceteris paribus, increasing the volatility increases the delta of out-of-the-money options, as the probability that the contracts might move in the money increases as well. We also note that the delta of in-the-money options loses the seemingly linear decay over time. Higher volatility levels produce generally lower gamma values (note the scale in the panels of Figure 5 ): the position in the hedging option is more conservative in more volatile market conditions.
Hedging error
We define the hedging error as the difference between the hedging portfolio at maturity and the arithmetic Asian call option's terminal payoff, expressed as a percentage of the (forward) option price. We compute this error in correspondence of all strikes, volatility values and quantile trajectories considered so far; results are shown in Figure 6 .
In details, the top three panels of Figure 6 illustrate the hedging errors originated by the model delta portfolio, composed of delta units of the underlying asset and the investment in Consistently with our observation in Section 4.1, we note from Figure 6 that the hedging errors achieve their lowest level for in-the-money options; both hedging strategies perform poorly for out-of-the-money options, and this is particularly evident for the delta hedge of the out-of-the-money option in the low volatility case (top left corner panel). In this case, in fact, the hedging error can reach up to about 9 times the (forward) option's premium, whilst the one originated by the delta-gamma portfolio is around 12%. However, the delta-gamma strategy always outperforms the delta portfolio by reducing the hedging error on average by more than 70% (we note the scale of the plots in Figure 6 ). The most significant reduction occurs for high volatility levels; for each volatility value, the improvement of the performance is particularly noticeable in correspondence of the median trajectory. This shows that the introduction of options in the hedging portfolio allows achieving an acceptable performance even in presence of jumps, as it reduces the residual risk and its sensitivity to different scenarios (represented by the different quantile trajectories), in spite of a more conservative option position in the delta-gamma hedge as observed in Section 4.1 in correspondence of high volatility conditions. This feature is in a sense consistent with the market incompleteness caused by discontinuities in asset prices, meant as the impossibility of replicating any option by trading in the underlying asset alone, and the need of 'completing' the market with derivative instruments whose price encapsulates information about the jump risk premium.
Model error
In order to quantify the error originated by model misspecification, we compare the per- is assumed to be the same for both models as if directly observed in the market).
We note from the plots that the Black-Scholes delta hedge consistently originates a smaller hedging error than the model delta hedge, especially for high level of volatility of the underlying. The portfolios are however almost undistinguishable along the median trajectories (see Panels 7d-7f, 8d-8f and 9d-9f): over the contract's term, the difference between the hedging errors of the model and the Black-Scholes portfolios, in fact, ranges on average between 0.84% and 1.43% of the (forward) option's premium. In the case of the 'extreme' trajectories, though, these differences can vary between 10% and 67%. These results are consistent with the findings of Denkl et al. (2013) .
In any case, the hedging errors are quite significant also under the Black-Scholes model:
over the lifetime of the contract, these vary on average between 0.68% to almost 10 times the (forward) option's price when the underlying volatility is set at 10%; the error range narrows to 10%-98% on average for the 30% volatility case, and 9%-95% on average for the 50% volatility case.
Similarly to what observed in the previous section, the delta-gamma portfolios perform better than the delta ones reducing sensibly the hedging errors; in this case, though, the model delta-gamma hedge performs consistently better than the Black-Scholes one, due to the ability of the relevant sensitivities to adequately capture the impact of potential price shocks. Model error is actually substantial across all strikes, scenarios and volatility levels considered in this analysis, as the difference between the model and the Black-Scholes delta-gamma hedging portfolios varies on average between 22% and around 6 times the option's (forward) premium over the lifetime of the contract. The hedging error originated by the Black-Scholes portfolios, though, reduces in the case of high volatility: as the skewness and excess kurtosis of the NIG distribution are kept constant, the impact of jumps reduces.
Hence, the performance of the hedging portfolios obtained under the two alternative modelling assumptions is comparable as the variance is the predominant component requiring accurate quantification.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have derived backward integral recursions for the price sensitivities of arithmetic Asian options with discrete monitoring. In particular, we have proved the cases of the option's delta and gamma for an underlying that evolves according to a general exponential Lévy process, and the option's vega for a lognormal underlying; however we note that similar recursive integrals may be obtained for other price sensitivities of practical relevance. Numerical examples show the high accuracy of the proposed approach across different distribution laws for the log-returns, parameter values, strike prices and sensitivity types.
The price sensitivities have been then used to assess both the performance of Greeksbased hedging strategies in an incomplete market, and the impact of model error. We find that the delta-gamma hedge is superior to the delta hedge in terms of reduction of the risk exposure; further incorrectly specifying the underlying price dynamics leads to non-trivial error which can be significant especially in the case of the delta-gamma hedge.
The presence of jumps in the dynamics of the underlying asset, the inclusion of the deltagamma portfolio and the study of the hedging error and model error distinguish our paper from earlier contributions by Jacques (1996) and Yang et al. (2011) . Future research is directed at extending the analysis by comparing the quadratic hedging strategies of Cont et al. (2007) with the delta-gamma hedge and assessing the hedging error under different market conditions in terms of volatility, skewness and excess kurtosis.
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Appendix A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of (i). The proof proceeds by backward induction on k. For k = n, we have from
p n (y; S 0 ) is dominated by an integrable function over compact intervals and from (6) we get that
which is non-negative. Further,
It follows from (7) that 0 ≤ ∂ ∂S 0 p n−1 (y; S 0 ) ≤ α n + β n−1 λ 1 + β n−1 e y = α n−1 + β n−1 e y .
Now suppose that (14) holds for arbitrary k < n. Then the function
Proof of (ii). From (A.1),
n−1 (x; S 0 ) is well-defined and is given by
In addition, from (7)
which is finite for finite L. Hence, the statement is true for k = n − 1. Now suppose the statement is true for arbitrary k < n − 1. Therefore the function
integrable for y in a compact interval, and from (A.2) we get
and from (7) 0
which is finite for finite L, U. Result (15) follows by straightforward integration.
Proof of (iii).
Follows from the proofs of parts (i)-(ii) of the Theorem. This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
Appendix B Mathematical analysis towards proving Theorem 2
We begin the path to proving Theorem 2 by providing some necessary results.
Lemma 3 There exists sequence of positive constants given by
Proof. From (5) we have that p n (y) ≤ S 0 e |y| . The proof proceeds by induction. Assume that p k (y) ≤ A k e |y| holds for arbitrary k < n. Then from (6)
and φ is the standard normal density function. Using the substitution w :
where Φ denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function, and, from (7),
Corollary 4 lim w→±∞ p k (x + wσ √ δ + (r − 1 2 σ 2 )δ)wφ(w) = 0.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.
Lemma 5 There exists sequence of positive constants given by
Proof. We have that p
|x| is identical to that ofp k−1 in Lemma 3. Then, from (7)
Corollary 6 lim w→±∞ p
Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.
for all x and y, where
S 0 e rδ(n−k) .
Proof. We have that
If (B.1) holds, then
and (B.2) holds as well. Consider the case k = n − 1. Under the assumptions of the Black-Scholes framework, (6) solves explicitly tõ
We then getp
from which it is evident that (B.1) and, hence, (B.2) hold for k = n − 1. The remainder of the proof proceeds by induction: if (B.1), (B.2) hold for arbitrary k, theñ
obtained from (6) is well-defined and
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
B.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof of (i). From (B.3) we get
follows from (7). Clearly
The remainder of the proof proceeds by induction. Define
Using the substitution w :
σ 2 )δ, we obtain further
Assume that (17) holds for arbitrary k ≤ n − 1. In addition, from (9) we have 0 ≤ p k (y) ≤ a k + b k e y for all k. Then,
hence F k−1 (x; σ) is finite for x in a compact interval. Then, in differentiating (6) with respect to σ, it is implied that
and from (7)
Next we prove that
To this end, consider two preliminary results. First, by integration by parts we get
where the first term on the right hand side is zero by Corollary 4. 2 Hence,
Second, for any function H we have
note that for H := ∂ 1 p k − p k and based on Corollaries 4 and 6, the first term on the right hand side of (B.7) is zero. From (B.4), (B.5), (B.6), (B.7), we get
as a consequence of Lemma 7. Also, a Panel (a) of Table 1 reports the risk neutral model parameters; Panel (b) the arithmetic Asian call option price sensitivities. Results are obtained using backward recursions and control variate Monte Carlo (CVMC) simulations with 100,000 trials (standard errors given in parentheses) for the BS, NIG, CGMY models, one-year log-return volatilities Vol = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} and strike prices K = {90, 100, 110}. Other parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 0.04, T = 1, n = 50. a Convergence patterns of numerically computed by backward recursion deltas and gammas (NIG, CGMY, BS models) and vegas (BS model) for an at-the-money Asian call option (S 0 = K = 100) and the case of one-year log-return volatility Vol = 0.1 (see Panel (a) of Table 1 ). Delta N , Gamma N , Vega N denote the relevant sensitivities calculated by numerical implementation of the backward recursive integrals (16) and (18) 
Figure 6
Hedging errors of delta hedge and delta-gamma hedge. NIG model. ∆Γ hedging error K a ∆ hedging error: difference between the delta hedging portfolio and the option's terminal payoff, divided by the forward option premium. ∆Γ hedging error: difference between the deltagamma hedging portfolio and the option's terminal payoff, divided by the forward option premium. Delta-gamma portfolio composition: European vanilla call option on S with maturity in 14 months and strike fixed at 95 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 90), 105 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 100) and 120 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 110), underlying asset (and risk free bond). Quantiles trajectories obtained from 1,000 batches of 10,000 NIG paths observed at the reset dates of the Asian call option. One-year log-return volatilities Vol = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, strike prices K = {90, 100, 110}, quantiles p = {0.05, 0.5, 0.95}. Model parameters: see Panel (a) of Table  1 . Other parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 0.04, T = 1, n = 50. 
Monitoring dates
Hedging error a Hedging error: difference between the hedging portfolio at k th monitoring date and the option price at the same date, divided by the forward option premium, k = 1, . . . , n. ∆/∆Γ-hedge (NIG): model delta (delta-gamma) hedging portfolio. ∆/∆Γ-hedge (BS): Black-Scholes delta (deltagamma) hedging portfolio. Delta-gamma portfolio composition: European vanilla call option on S with maturity in 14 months and strike fixed at 95 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 90), 105 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 100) and 120 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 110), underlying asset (and risk free bond). Quantiles trajectories obtained from 1,000 batches of 10,000 NIG paths observed at the reset dates of the Asian call option, quantiles p = {0.05, 0.5, 0.95}. Model parameters: see Panel (a) of Table 1 . Other parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 0.04, T = 1, n = 50. 
Hedging error a Hedging error: difference between the hedging portfolio at k th monitoring date and the option price at the same date, divided by the forward option premium, k = 1, . . . , n. ∆/∆Γ-hedge (NIG): model delta (delta-gamma) hedging portfolio. ∆/∆Γ-hedge (BS): Black-Scholes delta (deltagamma) hedging portfolio. Delta-gamma portfolio composition: European vanilla call option on S with maturity in 14 months and strike fixed at 95 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 90), 105 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 100) and 120 (for the case of the Asian call struck at 110), underlying asset (and risk free bond). Quantiles trajectories obtained from 1,000 batches of 10,000 NIG paths observed at the reset dates of the Asian call option; quantiles p = {0.05, 0.5, 0.95}. Model parameters: see Panel (a) of Table 1 . Other parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 0.04, T = 1, n = 50.
Figure 9
Model error: NIG vs. Black-Scholes model. Vol = 50%. 
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